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A B S T R A C T 

GaN and InGaN nanocolumns of various compositions are studied 
by room-temperature photoluminescence (PL) under different 
ambient conditions. GaN nanocolumns exhibit a reversible quench
ing upon exposure to air under constant UV excitation, following a 
t 1/2 time dependence and resulting in a total reduction of intensity 
by 85-90%, as compared to PL measured in vacuum, with no spectral 
change. This effect is not observed when exposing the samples to 
pure nitrogen. We attribute this effect to photoabsorption and pho-
todesorption of oxygen that modifies the surface potential bending. 
InGaN nanocolumns, under the same experimental conditions do 
not show the same quenching features: The high-energy part of 
the broad PL line is not modified by exposure to air, whereas a 
lower-energy part, which does quench by 80-90%, can now be dis
tinguished. We discuss the different behaviors in terms of carrier 
localization and possible composition or strain gradients in the 
InGaN nanocolumns. 



1. Introduction 

In the past decade, semiconductor nanocolumns (NCs) - also called "nanorods" - or nanowires 
(NWs) based on wide band-gap materials such as ZnO [1], diamond [2] and group-Ill nitrides have re
ceived increasing interest due to their high aspect ratio and compatibility with silicon-based technol
ogy, paving the way to a variety of novel applications [3]. In case of nitride NCs, in addition to superior 
crystal quality, the main reason for this interest is certainly the potential for improving efficiency and 
reducing costs of light emitting devices in the visible and ultraviolet ranges of the spectrum [4,5]. In
deed, the nearly-perfect crystal quality of NCs is expected to limit the technological steps that are 
needed, in planar epilayers, for reducing the densities of nonradiative defects [5-8]. 

One of the most developed ways to produce vertically aligned, self-assembled III-N NCs is the plas
ma-assisted molecular beam epitaxy (PA-MBE) [4-11]. This technique [12-15] and also vapor phase 
deposition methods [16-18] have been used to produce InGaN NCs [13,14,16,18] and nanocolumnar 
InGaN/GaN quantum heterostructures [12,15,17], providing efficient room-temperature (RT) light 
emission, probably resulting from carrier localization, as already well-known for InGaN alloys [19]. 
Emission over the entire visible spectrum was achieved by control of the In incorporation. 

Now, the high effective surface of dense NC assemblies suggests that surface should play a much 
more prominent role than in planar structures. As an example of such surface effects, in undoped 
GaN planar epilayers, Foussekis et al. [20] recently reported that photo-adsorption of oxygen causes 
significant quenching of the RT PL. This was explained by the upward bending of the near-surface po
tential, which is increased by the photo-induced adsorption of species in air ambient. This creates a 
strong electric field that separates electrons and holes, reducing the effective volume for radiative 
recombination of free excitons, which is the dominant light emission mechanism in high-quality 
GaN epilayers at RT. The critical effect of photo-absorption on RT PL intensity has been observed in 
ZnO NWs [1] as well. It has been showed, also, that surface effects can modify excitonic states at 
low temperatures [21], e.g. via the build-up of surface-excitons [22]. The existence of the latter was 
also demonstrated in GaN NWs [23], simultaneously with dramatic ageing effects (radical changes 
in micro-PL spectra, after long exposure to ambient air) resulting from surface alteration. Surface exci
tons in GaN NWs and NCs (observed at low temperatures, thus in vacuum) were proved to involve do
nors randomly distributed at variable distance from the surface [23,24]. For completeness, let us 
mention that surface modifications of transport properties in devices embedding disordered nitride 
or ZnO NWs, when exposed to certain gases, led to new concepts of gas sensors [25]. In this context, 
it is important to learn more about possible surface-related effects affecting optical properties of 
nitride-based NCs. 

In this paper, we report on the strong quenching of RT excitonic PL induced by exposing dense 
ensembles of GaN and InGaN NCs to ambient air, whereas exposure to pure nitrogen has no such 
effect. We emphasize the significant differences between the two types of NCs, and we discuss the 
microscopic mechanisms at work. 

2. Samples and experimental details 

Our samples were grown by plasma-assisted molecular beam epitaxy on Si(l 11) substrates. Effec
tive N-rich conditions allow for the self-organized growth of NCs with typical densities, heights and 
diameters of a few 101 0cnr2 , 1.0-1.3 urn and 30-50 nm, respectively [11]. We present below the 
PL results on InGaN NCs grown on top of pure GaN NCs, both parts having similar nominal heights 
of ~0.6-0.7 urn The In content was controlled by the growth temperature: for the chosen N, Ga 
and In fluxes, the growth temperatures were 800 °C for GaN and between 650 and 750 °C for InGaN. 
The lower the growth temperature, the higher the indium incorporation (up to 28% in our samples) 
[13]. Detailed studies of the morphology and composition of these NCs, of their growth mechanism 
and of the temperature-dependent PL spectra will be subject of forthcoming publications. 

To introduce this work, let us mention that, at T = 8 K, all our GaN NCs (including the ones on which 
InGaN NCs were grown) show an intense donor-bound exciton line at 3.4705 eV, with FWHM of 
2.0-2.5 meV, accompanied by free A and B excitons, easily observable. When the temperature is 
increased to 300 K, upon ionization of the donor-bound excitons, the free excitons dominate the PL 



spectrum. As for InGaN NCs, their PL features are comparable to those of InGaN epilayers: the line-
width increases with In content, due to enhanced composition fluctuation effects and the PL intensity 
drops with increasing temperature, but the larger the In composition, the smaller the drop, which can 
be attributed to increased carrier localization. However, the PL peak energy does not clearly follow the 
usual s-shaped dependence versus temperature, in the present experimental conditions. Preliminary 
cathodoluminescence results [26] suggest that the average In content of different NCs can be quite 
different, thus making complicated the interpretation of T-dependent macroscopic PL spectroscopy. 

In the following, we focus on the changes of RT PL when the samples pass from vacuum (pressure of 
~10~4 Pa) to air ambient, under uninterrupted laser excitation. The samples were placed in a chamber 
where the conditions could be rapidly changed between vacuum and air (or pure nitrogen) at atmo
spheric pressure and excited by He-Cd laser (1 = 325 nm) with typical power density of 5 W cnr 2 . 
These conditions are comparable to those of Refs. [1,20]. 

3. Results 

Fig. 1 shows the effect of exposure to ambient air on pure GaN NCs. In fact, we observed the same 
effect in all our GaN NCs, including those followed by InGaN NCs: the intensity of the band-edge exci
tóme PL quenches by ~85-90% with no change in spectral shape. The PL intensity drop is fast at the 
beginning (80% of the signal is lost after ~30 s), but it slows down progressively with time: a good fit is 
given by a t~1/2 decay, with a residual signal of ~10% of the initial one, as measured after 2 h (see the 
inset in Fig. 1). This quenching dynamics suggests some self-limited chemisorption process in which 
photo-created free carriers are involved in the adsorption of species at the surface. The accumulation 
of those species with time raises a potential barrier [1,20] thus hindering further access of free carriers 
to the surface, which therefore limits additional adsorption. 

To confirm the photochemical nature of the process, we checked experimentally that exposure to 
air alone is not sufficient to induce the quenching effect: starting from vacuum conditions and max
imum PL signal, we blocked the laser excitation and exposed the NCs to ambient air for one hour. 
When the laser was directed again onto the sample (still in air), the PL intensity was not at 10% of 
the maximum value, as might be expected from the dynamics shown in Fig. 1. Instead, the signal 
reached 60% of its maximum within a few seconds and, then only, it started decaying, finally reaching 
10% of the maximum value. This result is in favor of a photo-adsorption mechanism [20]. 

The observed effect is reversible: when the sample was placed in vacuum again, under laser exci
tation, the PL intensity recovered its initial value. This observation suggests the same photodesorption 
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Fig. 1. Quenching of the room-temperature PL from GaN NCs, after exposure to air ambient under uninterrupted He-Cd laser 
excitation. The spectrum shape is unchanged during the slow decay, which is well fitted by a power law (in t-1'2). 



mechanism as the one proposed in Refs. [1,20]. It also agrees with the recent observation of the in
crease of low-temperature PL intensity of GaN NCs upon continuous UV excitation, also explained 
[27] by oxygen photodesorption effects. 
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Fig. 2. PL quenching in superposed GaN and InGaN NC samples, with respective InGaN growth temperatures of 725, 700 and 
675 °C, for (a), (b) and (c), corresponding to the indicated In compositions, estimated from the PL peak position. Black solid 
curves: PL in vacuum. Dashed red curves: PL after 20 min in air, under constant laser excitation. Dash-dotted blue curve shows 
the difference between the black and the red curves and the dotted green line shows the intensity ratio between them (air/ 
vacuum). In (a), logarithmic scale was used and a baseline was subtracted, as shown in inset, in order to extract the weak InGaN 
PL from the strong GaN PL. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web 
version of this article.) 



To confirm the role played by oxygen, we submitted the samples, under constant laser excitation, 
to cycles of (i) exposure to industrial grade purity N2 (02 < 0.01 ppm; H20 < 0.02 ppm; CO/ 
C02 < 0.5 ppm) for at least 20 min, followed by (ii) exposure to vacuum for similar times. None of 
the cycles produced PL intensity changes larger than 5%, contrary to the drastic changes provoked 
by air. Therefore, oxygen is clearly involved in the quenching mechanism, of which a modeling was 
proposed in Refs. [1,20]. From the viewpoint of band structure effects, this model has similarities with 
the one proposed by Calarco et al. [28] to explain transport measurements in GaN NWs. The model 
suggests that the observed PL quenching results from the decrease of the volume in which stable exci-
tons can exist, because they are ionized by a strong near-surface electric field. The critical ionization 
field for excitons in GaN can be roughly estimated as Fc = £B/(eaB) ~105 V/cm, where £B and aB are the 
exciton binding energy (~26 meV) and Bohr radius (~3 nm). Following this model, our experiments 
indicate that, after exposure to air, the volume of the surface "exciton ionization" layer would corre
spond to ~90% of the total NC volume. The observation by Pfüller et al. [27] of an increase of the 
recombination rate of donor-bound excitons at low temperatures, induced by oxygen desorption, 
encourages us to favor such a model based on the presence of surface electric fields. Nevertheless, 
we cannot discard completely the possibility that oxygen adsorption creates nonradiative recombina
tion channels near the surface of the GaN NCs. 

Let us now discuss the RT PL results obtained in InGaN-on-GaN NC samples, shown in Fig. 2. For small 
In content, the PL intensity of InGaN NCs was much weaker than the one from the underlying GaN NCs. 
For this reason, subtraction of a baseline was necessary to analyze the PL of InGaN NCs with In content of 
~10% (insert in Fig. 2(a)). For higher In contents (Fig. 2(b) and (c)), the InGaN related PL spectra are more 
clearly separated from the GaN one. Upon exposure to air, the PL from InGaN NCs showed much less 
quenching than in the case of GaN. In fact, the higher energy parts of the InGaN PL spectra were nearly 
unaffected by this exposure to air. On the other hand, our experiments reveal the existence of a lower-
energy contribution that is quenched by ~80-90%: the spectrum of InGaN NCs does change. The insert 
in Fig. 2(a) shows a weak PL contribution at 2.68 eV, for the sample placed in vacuum: after exposure to 
air, this contribution loses intensity relatively to the higher energy side of the InGaN PL, at 2.83 eV. For 
the samples with higher In contents, it is easier to visualize the low-energy contribution: the difference 
between PL spectra in air and in vacuum is shown by the dash-dotted lines in Fig. 2(b) and (c). Clearly, 
this difference exhibits a peak situated typically 0.15 eV below the PL peak in the vacuum. 

4. Discussion 

We need to discuss the differences between GaN and InGaN NCs along two lines: (1) the overall 
reduced quenching upon exposure to air for InGaN NCs and (2) the observation of a low-energy con
tribution in InGaN NC PL that does exhibit significant quenching. 

(1) We can tentatively attribute the first observation to the localization of carriers at deep potential 
fluctuations, which exists in the ternary alloys but not in the binary compound [19]. The linewidths of 
the present PL spectra (several hundred meV) provide an estimation of the overall range of those po
tential fluctuations. A localized electron-hole pair in a potential well of typically several tens of meV of 
depth, in InGaN, will be less easily split apart by an electric field of a few hundred kV/cm than the free 
electron-hole pair in GaN, only bound by Coulomb interaction. Therefore, if a strong surface electric 
field is established upon oxygen accumulation, localized excitons are more robust than free ones 
against ionization. They are more robust, too, against capture by nonradiative recombination centers, 
if this turns out to be the mechanism at work upon oxygen adsorption. Carrier localization can be also 
invoked as a limiting factor of the oxygen adsorption itself, since the transfer of charged carriers to
wards the surface was proposed as a crucial mechanism favoring this adsorption. If the carrier mobil
ity towards the surface is hindered by potential fluctuations, the photochemical process of adsorption 
can be strongly reduced. Finally, we must mention that InGaN is well known to have a stronger resid
ual n-doping than GaN. This may drastically reduce the thickness of the surface space-charge region 
[28] and therefore minimize the overall sensitivity of the PL in InGaN NCs to oxygen adsorption. 

(2) As for the existence of a lower-energy PL contribution that quenches under oxygen exposure, 
we have to make a preliminary remark: from the above explanation, we can infer that the deeper 
an exciton is localized, the less it will be affected by surface field effects. Therefore, one would expect 



the lower-energy part of the PL spectrum to be less sensitive to surface effects, contrary to what we 
show in Fig. 2. To explain this apparent contradiction, several mechanisms can be invoked. The first 
explanation supposes the existence, in each of the NCs, of a core and a surface region, the latter being 
responsible for the lower-energy PL contribution. The simplest reason for this could be In segregation 
or any type of growth mechanism that would result in In-rich lateral surfaces with PL at lower energy. 
We do not discard this possibility, though recently reported results rather indicate the presence of a 
GaN shell around similar InGaN NCs [29]. Another way to obtain lower-energy PL close to the surface 
is to consider a constant average In content but a gradient of strain, for example via strain relaxation 
mechanisms during growth. The core of the InGaN NC would be compressively strained by lattice-
matching on the underlying GaN NC (which is unstrained, as proved by the excitonic transition ener
gies). This compression would result in higher PL energy, for the core region, whereas strain relaxation 
near the surface would result in lower PL energies. 

The second explanation is rather related to different average In compositions in different NCs, as 
seems to be indicated by preliminary cathodoluminescence results. Though not yet fully established, 
the dynamics of the growth mechanisms could lead, for example, to a dependence of In incorporation 
on the diameter of the underlying GaN NC. If the PL sensitivity to air exposure is also diameter-depen
dent, then our results could also arise from that dependence. Why the higher In composition would 
then correspond to higher sensitivity to oxygen adsorption, still has to be understood, but this possi
bility should not be neglected at this stage. 

Further structural characterization is needed to ascertain any of these hypotheses: insight into local 
In content and strain, e.g. by high-resolution transmission electron microscopy, may provide the 
required information. 

5. Conclusions 

In summary, we have observed the influence of the atmospheric environment on the RT PL inten
sities of GaN and InGaN nanocolumns. We have shown that photoadsorption and photodesorption of 
oxygen induce strong changes in PL intensities. However, while the PL from GaN NCs placed in air 
ambient is quenched by 90% from its value in vacuum, the PL from InGaN NCs exhibits two clear-
cut contributions, of which only the lower-energy one is quenched. The overall PL intensity of InGaN 
NCs is, however, much less affected by oxygen adsorption than for GaN NCs. We tentatively assign this 
observation to carrier localization in the ternary alloy. Concerning the observation of two contribu
tions in the PL spectrum of InGaN NCs, we have discussed the results in terms of composition or strain 
variation within each single NC and amongst the different NCs. 

These results might be of importance in terms of applications to light-emitting devices, since we 
show that surface adsorption of oxygen affects more RT radiative recombination in GaN NCs than 
in InGaN NCs. 
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